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Electric and electrochemical complex erosion process (EEC) is influenced by a
great number of factors acting in interdependence and mutually influencing in order to
achieve the stability of the process and achieve final technological characteristics. The
measures taking part in developing the fundamental phenomena of the complex erosion
sampling mechanism and contribute to defining the technological characteristics are
factors. The paper presents pressure p and relative velocity vr as determining factors in the
complex erosion process and their influence upon the processed surface productivity and
roughness.
According to the variation of these parameters and factors, the results of the
process are influenced as well, namely: the global erosive effect; the weight of elementary
processes; processing stability; global technological characteristics.
The construction and form of the transfer object depend on the process parameters
and influence the technological characteristics and state parameters of the process. The
highest used form of the transfer object is the disk form. The working fluid is brought to the
work space either through immersion or through jet.
The introduction of the work fluid through the transfer object (OT) disk (figure 1) is
a solution proposed in order to study the influence of mechanical factors upon the complex
erosion process. The advantages are the improvement of the surface quality and a
significant growth of productivity at OT disk cutting.

Fig. 1 Stratified disk assembly, shaft, sleeve for introducing the working fluid inside OT
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